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this book provides a new perspective on prosodically marked declaratives
wh exclamatives and discourse particles in the madrid variety of spanish
it argues that some marked forms differ from unmarked forms in that
they encode modal evaluations of the at issue meaning two epistemic
evaluations that can be shown to be encoded by intonation in spanish are
obviousness and mirativity which present the at issue meaning as
expected and unexpected respectively an empirical investigation via a
production experiment finds that they are associated with distinct
intonational features under constant focus scope with stances of dis
agreement showing an impact on obvious declaratives wh exclamatives
are found not to differ significantly in intonational marking from neutral
declaratives showing that they need not be miratives moreover we find
that intonational marking on different discourse particles in natural
dialogue correlates with their meaning contribution without being fully
determined by it in part these findings quantitatively confirm previous
qualitative findings on the meaning of intonational configurations in
madrid spanish but they also add new insights on the role intonation
plays in the negotiation of commitments and expectations between
interlocutors human rights seemingly offer universal protection however
irregular migrants have at best only problematic access to human rights
whether understood as an ethical injunction or legally codified norm the
promised protection of human rights seems to break down when it comes
to the lived experience of irregular migrants this book therefore asks
three key questions of great practical and theoretical importance first
what do we mean when we speak of human rights second is the
problematic access of irregular migrants to human rights protection an
issue of implementation or is it due to the inherent characteristics of the
concept of human rights third should we look beyond human rights for an
effective source of protection written is an accessible style with a range
of socio legal and doctrinal approaches the chapters focus on the
situation of the irregular migrant in europe and the united states
throughout the book nuanced theoretical debates are put in the context
of concrete case studies the critical reflections it offers on the limitations
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and possibilities of human rights protections for irregular migrants will be
invaluable for students scholars and practitioners in research on
information structure there is an ongoing discussion about the role of
contrast while most linguists consider contrast to be compatible with
both focus and topic some argue that it is an autonomous is category
contrast has been shown to be encoded by different linguistic means
such as specific morphemes adverbials clefts prosodic cues hence this
concept is also related to other domains in particular morphosyntax and
prosody the precise way in which they interact is however not yet
entirely clear moreover from a methodological point of view the
identification and annotation of contrast in corpora is not straightforward
this volume provides a selection of articles discussing the definition of
contrast the importance of distinguishing different types of contrast the
use of several encoding strategies and the annotation of contrast in
corpora using the question under discussion model the contributions offer
data on english french french belgian sign language german hindi italian
and spanish in her latest contribution to the growing field of emotion
studies deidre pribram makes a compelling argument for why culturalist
approaches to the study of emotional disorders continue to be eschewed
even as the sociocultural and historical study of mental illness flourishes
the author ties this phenomenon to a tension between two fundamentally
different approaches to emotion an individualist approach which regards
emotions as the property of the individual whether biologically or
psychologically and a culturalist approach which regards emotions as
collective social processes with distinctive histories and meanings that
work to produce particularized subjects while she links a strong
preference for the individualist construct in western culture to the rise of
the psychological and psychiatric disciplines at the turn of the twentieth
century pribram also engages with a diverse set of case studies tied to
psychological and aesthetic discourses on emotions these range from
van gogh s status as emotionally disordered to the public emotional
aesthetics of 19th century melodrama to the diagnostic categories of the
dsms and the fear of globalizing emotional disorders in the 21st century
this genuinely interdisciplinary approach makes for a text with potential
application in a wide range of disciplines within cultural studies including
sociocultural and historical analysis of psychiatry and psychology gender
theory subject and identity theory popular culture studies and history and
theory of the arts the 13 volumes in this set originally published between
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1920 and 1991 draw together research by leading academics in the area
of labour economics and provides a rigorous examination of related key
issues the volumes examine housing and labour markets labour supply
and labour migration this set will be of particular interest to students of
economics and business studies this book examines how strategic
narratives are produced deployed and legitimized to enable the capture
of the geostrategic discursive space during times of war fighting failure
using case studies it examines the key actors and the deployment of key
analogies that produce a narrative to overcome fragmentation during
times of crisis this volume presents the major findings involved in a large
scale research programme to describe and analyse the transformation of
contemporary swiss society the contributions focus on three key areas
the swiss way of life the swiss labour market and the country s political
institutions the chapters give an idea of current trends in swiss society
each one framing their argument in a comparative perspective the
current economic crisis with its gloomy implications for lost generations
leaves many disadvantaged young people with ever diminishing
opportunities the youth empowerment partnership programme yepp is a
fully evaluated on going international programme focused on
disadvantaged areas in eight european countries it aims to empower
young people and the communities in which they live by making them
central to new decisionmaking processes involving partnerships between
public private and independent sectors this book provides the theoretical
context for the programme gives a full account of the process and
outcomes of over 10 years of joint effort in its unique development and
research process and reflects on the lessons learnt for future policy it will
appeal to practitioners researchers policy makers and decision makers in
foundations the volume for 1886 contains the proceedings of the
conference on temperance legislation london 1886 everything you need
to know about your new n1 camera portable and full color this guide is
packed with everything you want and need to know in order to take
amazing photos using your new nikon camera n1 veteran author j dennis
thomas walks you through the essential controls features and functions
of the n1 using step by step instructions and providing full color images
of each menu screen you ll learn how to adjust white balance autofocus
and exposure as well as choose lens and adjust settings the handy trim
size allows this guide to go where you go allowing you easy access to
information quickly so you can get the exact shot you want when you
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want it helps you make the most of your camera n1 and get the shots
you want features valuable insight from a successful professional
photographer for capturing unique and memorable portrait candid action
travel sports and other shots provides step by step explanations on
techniques and tips all aimed at getting you comfortable and confident
with your camera go beyond the basic manual and the standard settings
and see what your camera n1 can do with camera n1 digital field guide
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this book provides a new perspective on prosodically marked declaratives
wh exclamatives and discourse particles in the madrid variety of spanish
it argues that some marked forms differ from unmarked forms in that
they encode modal evaluations of the at issue meaning two epistemic
evaluations that can be shown to be encoded by intonation in spanish are
obviousness and mirativity which present the at issue meaning as
expected and unexpected respectively an empirical investigation via a
production experiment finds that they are associated with distinct
intonational features under constant focus scope with stances of dis
agreement showing an impact on obvious declaratives wh exclamatives
are found not to differ significantly in intonational marking from neutral
declaratives showing that they need not be miratives moreover we find
that intonational marking on different discourse particles in natural
dialogue correlates with their meaning contribution without being fully
determined by it in part these findings quantitatively confirm previous
qualitative findings on the meaning of intonational configurations in
madrid spanish but they also add new insights on the role intonation
plays in the negotiation of commitments and expectations between
interlocutors
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human rights seemingly offer universal protection however irregular
migrants have at best only problematic access to human rights whether
understood as an ethical injunction or legally codified norm the promised
protection of human rights seems to break down when it comes to the
lived experience of irregular migrants this book therefore asks three key
questions of great practical and theoretical importance first what do we
mean when we speak of human rights second is the problematic access
of irregular migrants to human rights protection an issue of
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implementation or is it due to the inherent characteristics of the concept
of human rights third should we look beyond human rights for an
effective source of protection written is an accessible style with a range
of socio legal and doctrinal approaches the chapters focus on the
situation of the irregular migrant in europe and the united states
throughout the book nuanced theoretical debates are put in the context
of concrete case studies the critical reflections it offers on the limitations
and possibilities of human rights protections for irregular migrants will be
invaluable for students scholars and practitioners
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in research on information structure there is an ongoing discussion about
the role of contrast while most linguists consider contrast to be
compatible with both focus and topic some argue that it is an
autonomous is category contrast has been shown to be encoded by
different linguistic means such as specific morphemes adverbials clefts
prosodic cues hence this concept is also related to other domains in
particular morphosyntax and prosody the precise way in which they
interact is however not yet entirely clear moreover from a
methodological point of view the identification and annotation of contrast
in corpora is not straightforward this volume provides a selection of
articles discussing the definition of contrast the importance of
distinguishing different types of contrast the use of several encoding
strategies and the annotation of contrast in corpora using the question
under discussion model the contributions offer data on english french
french belgian sign language german hindi italian and spanish
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in her latest contribution to the growing field of emotion studies deidre
pribram makes a compelling argument for why culturalist approaches to
the study of emotional disorders continue to be eschewed even as the
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sociocultural and historical study of mental illness flourishes the author
ties this phenomenon to a tension between two fundamentally different
approaches to emotion an individualist approach which regards emotions
as the property of the individual whether biologically or psychologically
and a culturalist approach which regards emotions as collective social
processes with distinctive histories and meanings that work to produce
particularized subjects while she links a strong preference for the
individualist construct in western culture to the rise of the psychological
and psychiatric disciplines at the turn of the twentieth century pribram
also engages with a diverse set of case studies tied to psychological and
aesthetic discourses on emotions these range from van gogh s status as
emotionally disordered to the public emotional aesthetics of 19th century
melodrama to the diagnostic categories of the dsms and the fear of
globalizing emotional disorders in the 21st century this genuinely
interdisciplinary approach makes for a text with potential application in a
wide range of disciplines within cultural studies including sociocultural
and historical analysis of psychiatry and psychology gender theory
subject and identity theory popular culture studies and history and theory
of the arts
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the 13 volumes in this set originally published between 1920 and 1991
draw together research by leading academics in the area of labour
economics and provides a rigorous examination of related key issues the
volumes examine housing and labour markets labour supply and labour
migration this set will be of particular interest to students of economics
and business studies
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this book examines how strategic narratives are produced deployed and
legitimized to enable the capture of the geostrategic discursive space
during times of war fighting failure using case studies it examines the
key actors and the deployment of key analogies that produce a narrative
to overcome fragmentation during times of crisis
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this volume presents the major findings involved in a large scale research
programme to describe and analyse the transformation of contemporary
swiss society the contributions focus on three key areas the swiss way of
life the swiss labour market and the country s political institutions the
chapters give an idea of current trends in swiss society each one framing
their argument in a comparative perspective
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the current economic crisis with its gloomy implications for lost
generations leaves many disadvantaged young people with ever
diminishing opportunities the youth empowerment partnership
programme yepp is a fully evaluated on going international programme
focused on disadvantaged areas in eight european countries it aims to
empower young people and the communities in which they live by
making them central to new decisionmaking processes involving
partnerships between public private and independent sectors this book
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provides the theoretical context for the programme gives a full account
of the process and outcomes of over 10 years of joint effort in its unique
development and research process and reflects on the lessons learnt for
future policy it will appeal to practitioners researchers policy makers and
decision makers in foundations
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the volume for 1886 contains the proceedings of the conference on
temperance legislation london 1886
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everything you need to know about your new n1 camera portable and full
color this guide is packed with everything you want and need to know in
order to take amazing photos using your new nikon camera n1 veteran
author j dennis thomas walks you through the essential controls features
and functions of the n1 using step by step instructions and providing full
color images of each menu screen you ll learn how to adjust white
balance autofocus and exposure as well as choose lens and adjust
settings the handy trim size allows this guide to go where you go allowing
you easy access to information quickly so you can get the exact shot you
want when you want it helps you make the most of your camera n1 and
get the shots you want features valuable insight from a successful
professional photographer for capturing unique and memorable portrait
candid action travel sports and other shots provides step by step
explanations on techniques and tips all aimed at getting you comfortable
and confident with your camera go beyond the basic manual and the
standard settings and see what your camera n1 can do with camera n1
digital field guide
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